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 Agni™ produces a full line of cold weather protection and heaters (patent 

pend.) for the outdoor enthusiast.  Every product uses all the good stuff created by 
man to extend your session and keep you warm in the worst conditions.   
 
Applications:   Surfing, Scuba Diving, Kayaking, Paddling, Sailing, 
Snowboarding, Skiing, Windsurfing, Rafting, Hunting, Fishing and various other 
outdoor activities.  Relieves muscle aches, backaches, cramps, arthritis pain and 
sports related injuries. Can be re-used hundreds of times.   

WARNING: 

This product contains a heating unit that reaches a max. temperature of 62°C.  Some skin types 
are more sensitive than others. ALWAYS perform short test before prolonged use.  NEVER allow 
heat pack to have direct contact with skin, use in Agni belt.   

DO massage heater while activated to maximize heat output! 
ALWAYS recharge/boil the heat-pack in the boiling bag supplied. 
ALWAYS use the heat-pack with an AGNI™ neoprene belt while using. 
Do NOT subject heat pad to excessive pressure, it may burst (contents are 100% non-toxic so no 
concerns other than inconvenience). 
Do NOT microwave.  
Do NOT use while asleep.  
Transport heat-pack in solid state while flying. 
 

AGNI™ Products does not have any material liability (whether known or unknown, 
whether asserted or unasserted, whether absolute or contingent, whether accrued or unaccrued, 
and whether due or to become due) arising out of any injury to individuals or property as a result 
of the ownership, possession, or use of this product.  

Assembly: 

1. Insert heat-pack into pouch via Velcro pocket. 
2. Pull the end with the button through the slit in the neoprene belt and close 

Velcro pocket. 
3. Position belt on lower back over kidneyʼs, with logo facing out. Position the 

ʻAgni ignition buttonʼ on either side, right or left, by flipping the belt.  

To Activate: 

1.  Firmly press metal ʻAgni ignition buttonʼ when your getting cold or fatigued. 
2.  Solution will then crystallize in wave sequence and generate heat. 
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3. Massaging the pack after activation and during your activity will increase 
heat time and support the contours of your back.  

To Recharge: 

1. Place crystallized/used heater in protective boil bag (included). 
2. Boil in water for 5+ minutes or until contents/crystals are completely 

liquefied.  
3. Allow pack to cool before pressing ʻAgni ignition buttonʼ. 

         
 
All our products are designed with rider input to ensure the best performance.   
Visit AgniProducts.com and leave some feedback based on your experience with 
the product.  It will contribute to us bringing you superior products in the future. 
 
Tested and compatible with all leading brands of wetsuits. 
 
Get more time in! > 

                                                                    


